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A Letter from the President
by Sheila Morris

The ANA exists because of a shared love of and
fascination with the Swedish nyckelharpa, its music
and culture. Most of us are members because we
have a desire for connection and contact with other
like-minded individuals in hopes of learning from
and sharing with one another. Because the USA,
where we are based, is so huge, many of us will never
meet other than through the pages of our newsletter
or via internet communication. It is so vitally
important that these lines
of contact be free and
flowing. I suspect that
many of us toil alone
with our instrument
trying hard to learn tunes
and improve our playing
basically in isolation.
Others are lucky enough
to live in close proximity
to musicians of similar
bent and thrive in the
embrace of a small
community that makes music together. Whichever
scenario fits your situation, I am sure you agree that it
is wonderful to feel a connection with each of the
members of the ANA wherever they are located in
our country. How do we do that? How do we touch,
support and nurture each other? Our strongest means

to date is our newsletter, NyckelNotes. It reaches
everyone who cares enough to keep up and current
with their dues – and even those who forget are
carried along for a while. (The ANA has been very
generous in this regard.)

The ANA is small – tiny in fact, with 161 members
as of mid November 2004. When one looks over the
whole body of NyckelNotes published so far, one

can't help but be impressed.
These issues are a tremendous
resource! We want to keep it
going, keep it flowing, keep it
coming. Those of us who write
regularly are happy to do so but
find it mystifying and somewhat
frustrating that more of you
don’t. If we get tired of hearing
ourselves talk, so to say,
perhaps you do too? We know
that each and every ANA
member has nyckelharpa

adventures of one sort or another, and we are
intensely interested to hear about them! Writing is no
big deal ... it's sort of like talking, like sharing with a
friend over a cup of coffee. There are playing stories,
discovery stories, building stories, quest stories, and
many others to write and share.
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We need to hear from you, to know you are out there.
Send us pictures, questions, stories and music. Send
us ideas.

That is one side of the coin. This is the other side of
the coin:

Times are moving along and the ANA finds it needs
to adjust its stride. The ANA needs to confront and
solve the ever present problem of lack of time as it
relates to volunteer efforts (such as putting together
NyckelNotes). You have probably noticed that your
issues have been tardy and erratic in recent years, this
is strictly related to lack of time. We changed editors.
Intentions were the best. In fact, though, we are not
doing any better. We are struggling. We cannot throw
money at the problem to fix it as we are too small.
We can't fire one person and hire another. We operate
on the currency of love and enthusiasm. It costs a
tremendous amount of time and money to physically
put together and mail out all the issues you expect to
receive and when this falls on one person (as it has
to…) well, you get the picture.

What to do? The Board has kicked this around for
some time now and feels the only thing to do is to lay
all this out on the table. We have decided that the
ANA needs to go digital. Digital both on the IN and
OUT sides of the newsletter. All submissions need to
be digital ... sent via email in other words. This will
save great gobs of time at the production end.

We are also considering publishing NyckelNotes
digitally, as PDF files that will be sent via email.
Current membership would receive their issues as a
PDF file attached to an email, or possibly they will
receive an email containing a link to a site containing
the newsletter, which they can download at their
leisure. After a lag of a year or so these issues will be
posted on the ANA’s website for any and all to
access at will . These older, “backorder” issues will
mark out contribution to the nyckelharpa world at
large. Going digital greatly reduces the “busy work”
required in each issue's production cycle and
increases the chances of timely delivery. It will
reduces the burden and lighten the load.

We realize it might not be as much fun to receive
your NyckelNotes via email as discovering it among
your snail mail goodies, but we believe that the trade
off is necessary to hold home and hearth together.
This will allow us to keep the annual membership at
$10 per year for the time being – and even
international memberships can be $10 rather than the

$15 we have to charge now because there will be no
postage fees ... ever. If you are one of those rare folks
who does not have access to email, you must let us
know and we will accommodate you and print out the
PDF file and mail it to you, but your annual fee will
need to be increased to $15 (domestic and
international) to cover this added expense.
Alternatively, perhaps you have a friend or relative
who would be willing to receive your issue via email
and print it out for you.

It follows that the ANA needs to know your current
email address and that you need to see to it that you
let us know if you change it. We also need to know if
you have no access at all to e-mail, so we can make
other arrangements for your NyckelNotes, in the
event that we do go digital.
 
We would like to “test-drive” the digital idea, before
we totally commit to it. If you would be interested in
receiving the next issue this way, please read on
below. We would like to hear from both PC users and
Mac users, so we can make sure the format will work
for everyone.

That's about it. Please let us hear from you. If we
don't have your email, we can’t communicate with
you. If we don't know your opinions, we can't serve
you.    – Sheila Morris, President

Volunteers wanted
for PDF pilot program

We would like to test the usability and delivery of
the new Digital Nyckel Notes. Therefore, we are

looking for volunteers for this pilot program. (No
annual subscription rates will be affected for this

pilot program.)

If you would like to receive the next issue of
Nyckel Notes (Spring 2005) electronically, in PDF

format via email, please send a brief email
indicating that to Board member Elise Peters, at

Elisepeters@juno.com

Then, after you have received your issue – please
let us hear from you again. Send any comments,

concerns or questions to
nyckel.notes@nyckelharpa.org

and we will work with that feedback to make
Nyckel Notes even better. Thank you very much

for helping us to test this new system!
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Notice of Election
The current slate of officers of the American
Nyckelharpa Association is:
• Sheila Morris (Denver CO) –

President – through 2004
• Bill Layher (St Louis, MO) – 

Vice President – through 2005
• Rita Leydon (Lahaska, PA) – 

Treasurer– through 2005
• Tim Newcomb (Worcester, VT) – 

Board Member– through 2004
• Elise Peters (Minneapolis / St. Paul MN)

Board Member – through 2005

The terms of two of our Board members are set to
expire at the end of 2004. Both have expressed an
interest in seeking re-election and continuing to
serve. Any member of the ANA is eligible to serve as
an officer, and nominations for Board members are
currently being sought. If you are interested in
serving in this capacity, please send your name and a
brief bio to
   nyckel.notes@nyckelharpa.org
and we will put your name on the official ballot.

The election will be conducted via email and paper
ballot in the early part of 2005.

For the Board of Officers,
Bill Layher
Vice-President.

Nyckelharpa in Nova Scotia
by Julie Chandler

Having just celebrated Canadian Thanksgiving, I
have been reflecting on why I am thankful for being
able to play the nyckelharpa. Even though I am not a
great player and arthritis has limited my playing,
there are many simple tunes that sound wonderful on
the nyckelharpa. I have progressed to the level that it
is not just a solitary pastime in which I play for my
own enjoyment, because my husband will even on
occasion play along on his guitar. When that
happened, I knew I was making progress. However,
just to put things in perspective, I had a nyckelharpa
CD on in the car and my son asked, “Mom, why can’t
you play as well as that?” I had to give the really
honest answer, “I don’t practice much.” So, even
though I know I would certainly be a better player if I
practiced more, I find the nyckelharpa is forgiving

and I can still play for fun when my schedule permits
and the tunes are still enjoyed by others, provided I
don’t try anything too difficult. 

I have been grateful to have my nyckelharpa when
it’s time for church pot lucks and I don’t really want
to cook. It’s great to bring an offering of live music
instead. People listen tend to listen to a lot of
recorded music and live music makes a party special.
My family and I have given our friends a gift
certificate for a “concert” performed at the time of
their choosing, which has become an annual tradition.
Living in a small town there are often fund raisers to
take part in and again having a nyckelharpa comes in
handy for variety shows. I have also provided an
offer of live music for an auction fund raiser.

As Christmas approaches I look forward to playing
carols on my nyckelharpa. I find the very old carols
are best suited to the instrument. I often take it along
to the nursing homes where I work and play for the
staff, the residents and their visitors. Many of my
patients suffer from Alzheimer’s and other
debilitating conditions that limit their abilities to
communicate, but one can sense their enjoyment of
the music by the expression on their faces and
attempts to sing along. Similarly, I have used my
nyckelharpa at small church services and simple
hymns (especially those based on folk tunes) are very
inspiring when played on the nyckelharpa. I bought a
Norwegian hymnal when visiting friends in Norway a
few years ago and found many beautiful melodies in
it, but I am always looking for more, so I would be
glad to hear from other nyckelharpa players regarding
other suitable tunes.

Since I live in an area (Nova Scotia) which has little
in the way of Scandinavian culture, I find playing the
nyckelharpa helps keep an infusion of Swedish
culture in my life and is a way to pass a bit of it on to
my children. I can’t speak more than a few words of
Swedish, but the language of music is an important
part of culture too. One of my sons plays the violin
and the other plays the flute so I have the great
pleasure of being able to play duets with them and
play some traditional tunes.

I am thankful for the American Nyckelharpa
Association and its role in providing the support
nyckelharpa players need to start playing, and for
helping us to negotiate the challenges of keeping
one’s instrument in a playable condition.
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Spela Bättre!
The Only Way to Improve Your
Playing

by Matt Fichtenbaum

Play what you hear: Some thoughts on
playing by ear, and how to become better
at it

For some people, playing by ear is wholly natural:
bringing a tune forth on an instrument is just as
straightforward as singing that tune. For other people,
it seems magic, unimaginable, impossible. But it’s a
skill that can be learned and developed. Not without
effort, not without investing some time, but learned
nonetheless.

How does it work?
I think the process starts by recognizing that music is
relative. A tune isn’t really a sequence of particular
named notes. After all, if you start to sing something
that turns out to be too high for your vocal range, you
don’t hesitate to move the whole melody down.
Then, it starts lower, stays lower, and never gets up
so embarrassingly high. The tune stays the same,
although it now consists of entirely different pitches
– new notes, with different note names. There must
be something more fundamental involved than the
particular notes.

This fundamental structure is the series of musical
steps – intervals – that form the tune. You can
describe an interval – two notes in sequence – by the
number of musical half steps it spans. You can also
measure it by the number of adjacent nyckelharpa
keys to get from its first note to its second, and that’s
because adjacent keys are a half step apart. If you
play a melody beginning on C, then play it again but
start on D, it will sound higher but will clearly be the
same tune, because the sequence of intervals is the
same in both cases.

Observe that the major scale has a recognizable
sound no matter what note it starts on. That’s because
every major scale has the same interval sequence,
which, counting half steps, is 2 2 1 2 2 2 1. The same
thing underlies the consistent sound of the major
arpeggio. The arpeggio uses the first, third, and fifth
notes of the scale, then the eighth, which is the same
as the first but an octave higher, and continues

upwards through higher octaves. We could look at
the arpeggio, look at the scale, and count out the size
of each interval in the arpeggio. But I think that’s
getting off the track.

The goal is to become familiar with what the various
intervals sound like, not to calculate them.

What’s the path?
I think that the skills that one develops, as one learns
to play by ear, are these:
• Hearing a tune, and mentally following it by

recognizing the intervals. You can think
consciously about intervals as a good way to
start; eventually, you recognize intervals by their
sound, the way you recognize words by their
sound.

• Thinking of a tune in terms of where it falls on
the scale rather than as particular notes. Scale
positions are the same regardless of the key in
which a tune is played.

• Becoming familiar with the sound of your own
instrument in these same ways, and relating these
sounds to what you’re playing. Båtsman Däck,
for instance, starts with a G arpeggio, D G B G
D G B B; in the best case, you hear that sequence
of notes (from someone’s playing, or in your
mind), subconsciously recognize the pattern of
intervals, and play notes that recreate that
sequence.

There’s no question that this is an impressive set of
skills, daunting to imagine. But – some of you sight-
read fluently (which I don’t), some of you speak a
foreign language without thinking about it, many of
you have other difficult, acquired skills. Playing by
ear is another such skill, and practice will give
results.

Assumptions?
I am not there with you while you’re playing, so I
don’t know how experienced you might be or what
your goals are. But as I write this, I have this mental
image of you:
• You are able to know, with reasonable certainty,

when the note you are playing is the same as the
note you hear.

• When you hear two notes in a row, you can tell
whether the second note is higher or lower than
the first.

• You are already familiar with whatever melodies
you are going to try to play for this playing-by-
ear endeavor. You can hear them in your mind;
you might even be able to sing them. In other
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words, what we’re going to do here is develop an
ability to play what you hear, not an ability to
acquire and remember new tunes. That might be
a subject for another column.

Where do we start?
This can be an individual project, or one that you do
with a buddy. Each way has its merits. Let’s first
consider the solo approach, and get a few
fundamentals down. Then we can say a few words
about how two people might work together.

I think there are exercises that will help you develop
the skills used in playing by ear. Spend a few minutes
with them as part of your usual playing sessions.
Don’t work solely on exercises, and, at the beginning,
don’t allocate a specific amount of time and expect a
particular achievement. We learn at different paces,
and it’s up to you to find a pace and an intensity that
work.

So here are some ideas for exercises:
1. Take a tune you play fairly well, and play it in

another key. Like Båtsman Däck, only start on
C rather than D. Or Ur-polskan, but start on D
rather than C.

This exercise helps you separate the tune from
the particular notes. You want to think of the
tune as intervals, steps, not as particular notes.
So when you’re playing Båtsman Däck, but
starting on C, play the C, then sing the melody
to yourself starting on that pitch and find the
notes that match. It’s true that you can think
“I’m starting on C, not D, so the next note
would normally be G but it’s really a note
lower, so it must be F.” But that approach still
ties you to specific notes, and requires that you
think note by note. Instead, you really want to
learn to fit the tune you hear to your instrument,
and exploring the intervals, a note at a time, is
better. It will only get easier and faster.

And if you reach a point in the melody and can’t
find the next note to play, try singing your way
up or down the scale from where you are to that
elusive next note. Once you find it, play your
way up or down the scale to match what you’ve
just sung.

2. Take a tune you know, but don’t already play on
harpa. Happy Birthday, for example, or the
theme song from your favorite television
program, or whatever. Play some scales and
arpeggios until you find a scale (and a key) that

pleases you, and try to play the tune on that scale
(in that key).

This exercise stretches you by making you
fumble your way through a melody you don’t
already know on harpa. You know the tune itself,
so you can put all your energy into finding where
that melody is on your nyckelharpa. And as you
work on it, you start to learn not just that tune,
but where the your fingers fall for its little
phrases – two, three, four notes. These phrases
turn up in other tunes as well, so by the time you
get to the tenth tune, there’s a lot that’s familiar
because you’ve done it before.

3. Take a tune that you’ve just labored through
from exercise (2) and start it on another note, so
that you play it in another key.

4. Much music, and much Uppland music in
particular, is constructed of arpeggios. And the
stretches between arpeggios are usually sections
of the scale. Look at Båtsman Däck again. It’s
two measures of arpeggio, two measures up and
down the scale, two more arpeggio measures,
two more scale measures. Practice your
arpeggios, practice your scales, and… leave half
an ear open for the sounds you’re making. Those
sounds will turn up in the tunes you’re playing,
and, when your ear hears them, your fingers will
know what to do.

As a particular exercise, “The Star Spangled
Banner” begins with seven notes of arpeggio, up
through “By.” Play through the C arpeggios a
few times (C E G C…), from the open G string
upwards. Then find the anthem’s opening phrase
among those notes.

Continue as far as you can. “By the dawn’s” is a
scale fragment. Then there’s a jump, and shortly
after that, there’s a note not in the proper C scale.
But persevere – find that note, or skip over it and
get back to it later.

If you have a buddy to work with…
You can find a tune you both want to learn, and take
on the challenge as a team. That just might be more
fun and more encouraging than sitting and working
by yourself.
Or, your buddy can play a few notes or a tune
fragment, and then you can try to play what he/she
has just played. That’s good practice for recognizing
and finding the intervals, for recognizing and finding
the arpeggio bits or scale bits that make up so many
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tunes, or for making inroads on a tune, one phrase at
a time. Then, when this stops being fun, you can
switch roles and challenge your friend to play what
you play. It isn’t necessary that your friend play
nyckelharpa – any good melody instrument, or even
voice, will do fine.

Other resources
I have been at music camps where a playing-by-ear
workshop has been part of the program. Often this
follows the “with a buddy” approach, where the
leader plays phrases and snippets and the group
members follow. If you have a chance to take such a
workshop, it can be a rewarding experience.

I don’t have any experience with the various
computer programs offered for ear training, but that’s
another possibility. Browse on line for “ear training
software” and see what you find. With some luck,
you’ll find both the products and some discussions or
reviews of them.

Closing words
This folk music we play is an oral tradition. A fiddler
plays a tune, others hear it and start to play it, and it
spreads. The rhythmic subtleties, the ornaments, the
accenting of some notes and not others – all these are
part of the tune. Alas, what gets written down when a
tune is transcribed is a minimal skeleton, more a
reminder of the tune than a description (this is
especially true for the asymmetric polska rhythms we
tend to play). The ability to play by ear – to sing a
tune in your mind and then redirect your inner voice
so the tune comes out through your instrument –
makes you a more-rounded player and opens up more
ways for you to enjoy your music.

Hunnebostrand 2005
Dance and Music Week at Hunnebostrand (on
Sweden’s west coast)   19 – 22 July 2005

It’s high time to sign yourself up for the popular
Dance and Music Week at Hunnebostrand. The
events will take place at the Folkets Hus in the town
of Hunnebostrand.

Modern Dance and Polskas: Tango and Quickstep
with Inger and Tommy Nilsson (Jönköping) from
9:30 – 12:00, and Polskas with Britta Österholm
(Kungsbacka) and Göte Pettersson (Göteborg) from
3:00 – 6:00 pm. You are free to choose whether you
will participate in both Modern Dance and Polskas,
or if you would rather just do one or the other. For
dance courses, please register yourselves in pairs.

Harmonium: well-known instructor Lars Karlsson
(Fjärås) will be teaching this class again. The course
is meant for beginners as well as more experienced
players. Go to www.karlsonsmusik.se or call Lars for
more information at 0708-841619.

Nyckelharpa: For a second year, the instructor will
be Riksspelman (Fiddler of the Realm) Peter ”Puma”
Hedlund from Vallsta, Hälsingland – one of
Sweden’s most experienced nyckelharpa players. The
course is suited for beginners as well as advanced
players. Go to www.peterhedlund.com or
www.rpmusic.se – or phone Peter – for more
information at 070-2572372.

Accordion: The teacher is Jörgen Sundeqvist, who is
well-known to all who play that instrument. As in
previous years, both beginners and experienced
accordion players are welcome. Go to
www.petosa.com/sundeqvist for more information.

Instruction: 9:30 – 12:00 noon, 3:00 – 6:00 pm,
Tuesday through Friday.

Cost: 750 SEK per person. It is not possible to
combine the dance and music courses together;
instead, please register separately for either the dance
course(s) or one of the music classes.

Payment: July 1, 2005 at the latest. Please submit
payment after you have received a confirmation from
us, which will include the bank account number
where payments can be made.

Suggestions for housing: The youth hostel
(Vandrarhem) is open for reservations, call 0704-
451-7774 or 0523-58730. Some rooms are available
at the Folkets Hus, call 0523-50095. There is some
room on the school grounds where campers or mobile
homes can be parked. A shower is available Monday
– Saturday, and there is limited access to an electrical
hookup. A few cabins (stugor) are available for rent
from Hunnebostrands Stugor & Camping. They also
have room set aside for campers and mobile homes to
park. Call 0523-50112 or go to www.camping.just.nu
for more information.

For more information on Dance & Music Week at
Hunnebostrand, go to www.hunnebostrand.nu

<translated from the Swedish by Bill Layher>
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RETROSPECTIVES
on nyckelharpa playing in
the year 2004

– ANA members write in – 

Bronwyn Byrd (Tobo, Uppland,
Sweden)
<as sent via email to Rita and Chris Leydon>
We have TONS of snow here right now. Up to the
knees. And It's -4C. That's not stopping us all from
having fun though. Our usual 2 mile early morning
walk got shortened to about a half of a mile due to it
being to difficult to access our usual trail. But we
made up for it by building a nyckelharpa playing
snow man. Heehee. That is NOT easy thing to do. I
mean. . .have you ever tried to stick a nyckelharpa
made of snow onto the front of a snowman?. . .OK, I
suppose you haven't, it’s not exactly a normal thing
to do I guess… But we were successful in our
endeavors. As we only had about 10 minutes before
class in which to accomplish this, I am not sure that
anyone but ourselves would know it was a
nyckelharpa. But hey, we were proud of our work.
We used long twigs for the strings. And a stick for a
bow. Not bad at all. ;-)

We went to the music museum in Stockholm today,
on a sort of class trip. It was neat because although
they supposedly have 100 nyckelharpas in their
collection, usually only a few are on display. But
because they knew we were coming they got a bunch
out of storage to show us. And we had our own guide
who told us all about each one of them. There were
some REALLY CRAZY looking nyckelharpas. I've
never seen anything quite like some of them. Some
really old ones too. They let us take pictures as long
as we didn't use a flash, so I snapped a few shots of
some of my favorites.

Last night was Tobo Thursday, one of my favorite
days of the month. On one Thursday a month
everyone who lives in (or near) Tobo and plays
nyckelharpa (or other instruments), comes to our
school. They generally have some group come in and
give a concert for the first hour of the night, and after
that it is a free for all. – everyone plays music and
dances until late into the night (with a break for fika
of course ;-) It is always lots of fun.

 Tim Rued
Manteca, California
Hi!
I had a great nyckelharpa year! It couldn't help but be
so, when it included a trip to Sweden. A lot of
patience and a good amount of cheerful wheedling
enabled me to take my oversize case on every flight
(6 in all!) as hand baggage. Got to Österbybruk in
time for the monster jam at the Nyckelharpstämma.
Played in some fine jam sessions, and got to play for
a while on a 150-year-old silverbasharpa. Was able to
greet many old friends and acquaintances, and
finished up the stay in Uppland with an entire
evening on the longest day of the year playing
nyckelharpa music at Trollrike, the home of Sture
Sahlström.

I see that the old tunes are still going strong in
Uppland, but that many younger players are not
learning the older standard repertoire. It seems that
many are emulating the popular good players, but
skipping what I have always felt to be “the basics.” I
am planning a small personalized folk culture tour in
Sweden next summer, and am looking forward to
playing with old and new friends from America,
Sweden, and anyplace else.

Sheila Morris (Boulder, Colorado)
2004 has been a GREAT year here in Colorado!
First, a wonderful stämma in March, bringing
together players from all over the country. And four
new nyckelharpas, bringing the state total to thirteen
instruments! Sadly, not all of them are being played,
but one of our newer players recently made his debut
playing for the Second Saturday dance in Boulder.
He/we played three tunes, for dancers—Båtsman
Däck, Albins favorit schottis, and one of the Lövsta
polketts. And one of the new harpas provided a
lesson in buying from unknown sources – it was
poorly packed, so all the weight of the harpa was
resting on the keys. Result: a broken keybox. So I've
learned a lot about harpa repair this year …

Martine Chiasson (Montreal,
Quebec)
My nyckelharpa and I had a wonderful year together.
I even had the chance to play it for the last concerts
of the renowned group La Nef, and it was a pleasure
for me to hear it so wonderfully surrounded…
So I continue to compose for it. I hope to record my
second album next year, and my nyckelharpa will
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have an important part in it! Meanwhile, I practice
(it's convenient when you're a teacher and a
composer: I wrote several exercises and studies for
this instrument!)
And I really hope I'll be able to meet and join other
members of the ANA next year for a concert, master
class or stämma!
Au plaisir!

Marilee Cowan (Portland, Oregon)
My name is Marilee Cowan. I play in a band from
Portland, OR called Fladdermus. (A bat came in a
window during a summer rehearsal and lit for a
second on a cello bow.) We are 4 people who
together play nyckelharpa, fiddle, cello, string bass,
hardingfele, guitar, judicious use of button box and
we sing. The other nyckelharpa player is Darren
Knittle.

We have a CD that is available from cdbaby.com
under Fladdermus/First Flight. It has 23 tracks, with
many tunes that we have learned from Swedes who
have come to the US to do workshops. We also
included a couple tunes made by ANA’s own Bart
Brashers and some Fladdermus originals. And we are
always listening to Swedish CDs for ideas and new
tunes.

We play in the Pacific Northwest for dances,
Scandinavian festivals, weddings, parties and pubs.
We have played benefits for Mercy Corps and
Human Powered Vehicles Society. We were on a
program with Garrison Keillor one time and can
vouch that he is both tall and a Shy Person. Our goal
this coming year is to broaden our audience base to
include people who like other kinds of acoustic
music. If other nyckelharpa players come to the
Portland area, let us know, maybe we can get
together and play some tunes.

Lennart Lovdin (Brisbane,
Australia)
We have a little band which we call “Kupaleja.” We
have made the name up in true ABBA style from the
first two letters in our first names, Kurt, Pat, Lennart
and Jan. The instruments are nyckelharpa, accordion,
guitar and bass guitar.

We play at various events in the Scandinavian clubs
in Brisbane, mostly as background music and for
sing-alongs. Christmas and midsummer celebrations
are of course the highlights. The traditional

nyckelharpa repertoire does not go so well in that
situation, but we include a few, such as Boda Mattes
Polska, Byss-Kalle's slängpolska, and Brännvins
marschen.

Another yearly event that we always go to is
“Nordfest” in Sydney. This is a weekend gathering of
dance groups, singers and musicians from the east
coast of Australia. The main aim is to see and hear
what other groups are doing and to exchange ideas.
Kupaleja’s contribution is to “feature” music from
one of the Scandinavian countries each year. This
year was Norway. The year before was Swedish
wedding music. We described and gave examples of
the use of music in the old wedding traditions of
Sweden. We even had a slide show to complete the
picture!

All in all we have a lot of fun, not the least during our
weekly practices. Any ANA member coming this
way, send me an e-mail so that we can arrange a
meeting! There is only one more player in Australia
so I would really enjoy a bit of nyckelharpa jam!

Rita Leydon (Lahaska,
Pennsylvania)
Chris, Bronwyn and I had two extra special and out
of the ordinary nyckelharpa adventures this year. One
on each side of the Delaware River.

First, we were asked to play for a special sailing of
the Kalmar Nyckel, the tall ship replica built by the
state of Delaware. The original Kalmar Nyckel made
more crossings of the north Atlantic than any other
tall ship of the time. It had been a dream of mine for
years to sail on this ship. (see
www.ritaleydon.com/Zwriting/1997/witness.html and
www.ritaleydon.com/Zwriting/1997/kalnyck.html)
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Then a week later, we provided fitting music and
ambiance for the dedication of a new monument on
the shores of the Delaware River, New Jersey side,
commemorating the arrival of early Swedish settlers
to the region. Guest of honor at that event was Jan
Eliasson, seen walking behind us as we play a
gånglåt to the dedication site. Mr. Eliasson is
Sweden's Ambassador to the United States and newly
endorsed President of the United Nations General
Assembly's 16th session.

Doug Oines (Washington Crossing,
Pennsylvania)
My nyckelharpa journey began in September of
2003, when I attended ScanFest in New Jersey during
the Labor Day weekend. I came across a performer
playing an instrument that I had never seen or heard
before. I was immediately infatuated with the rich,
unique sound of this instrument. I asked what it was,
and was told by the gentleman playing it that it was
called a nyckelharpa. He introduced himself as Peter
Hedlund. Little did I know at that time that I was
listening to and speaking with the person who is
arguably the best player in the world! That was the
beginning of my journey into this exciting world.
 
When I got back home, I immediately starting doing
research about the nyckelharpa. I searched both US
and international websites and read as much as
possible about this wonderful instrument. Once I
learned all that I could, I began to explore how I
could purchase an instrument. I first considered if I
should buy a new or used one. What if I got one and
found out that I didn't like it, or didn't have any skill
to make a decent sound come out of it, just like Peter
Puma Hedlund? (I like to fantasize.) After much
internal debate with myself (I also talk to myself

quite often), I decided to find a good quality used
instrument.
 
I started to look on the discussion groups and eBay to
see if I could find an instrument for sale. The first
one I found, excellent quality to my novice eyes, was
sold by the time that I made my inquiry. The second
one I found was listed on eBay and appeared to be of
questionable quality. I contacted Bart Brashers (I
found his name on the ANA website) and asked for
his help in evaluating the instrument. His kind
opinion confirmed my suspicions, I decided to pass.
After two more months, a third instrument was listed
on eBay. After doing some due diligence on it, and
realizing that for the price ($500) I couldn't go too
wrong, so I decided that it was the right instrument
for me. I ordered it from the seller in Sweden.
 
While awaiting it's arrival, I realized that I had no
real way to learn how to play this rather unique
and rare (in the U.S.) instrument. I decided to order
the “Peter Hedlund’s Nyckelharpa Workshop” DVD.
The day that I ordered it, I received an email from
Rita Leydon who produced the DVD. To my surprise
she lives just 10 miles from me, and she and
her husband Chris are avid nyckelharpa players!
Within the first week of my instrument arriving, they
hosted an evening for the local players at their home.
That was my first real exposure the nyckelharpa
community – and what an experience that was. We
enjoyed a wonderful evening of fellowship. Then,
even though my total experience at that point was to
scratch out “Twinkle Twinkle Little Star” they
invited me to play with the musicians gathered that
July evening. That was a great time and a great
introduction to the nyckelharpa community!
 
A couple of weeks later, I was back at Chris and
Rita’s home for my very first official lesson. I have
come to appreciate how lucky I am to live in a
location where I have a resource like the Leydon’s
available. I know that there are many areas of the
United States where there may not be another player
for hundreds of miles.
 
Over the past few months, I have been slowly
working my way through Peter Hedlund’s first DVD.
Not being very familiar with Swedish tunes, I have
also been learning to play tunes that are familiar to
me; like Amazing Grace and Ode to Joy. I want to
learn as many Swedish tunes as possible, but thought
that I should first practice on songs that I am familiar
with.
 
A couple months ago, Rita and Chris hosted
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Silverbasorkestern in their home during their USA
tour. It was another unforgettable night for me. The
friendship, food and music were out of this world!
 
Well that's the story of my first year in the
nyckelharpa community. The instrument, the music
and the people are great! I have been bitten hard by
the nyckelharpa bug and look forward to many years
exploring this wonderful instrument, and getting to
know as many of the members in this “club” as
possible. 

(By-the-way, I have come to realize that I will never
play as well as Peter Puma Hedlund, but I am going
to have a lot of enjoyment trying to chase that goal!)

Chris Leydon (Lahaska,
Pennsylvania)
“It is returning home on late nights, when the embers
still glow in the fireplace and the last of the candles
flicker against the wall, that a last duet played with
the woman I live with heightens my appreciation for
life.”

Chiara Bos (Piperville,
Pennsylvania)
I write this in September 2003. The kids and I are just
moseying along in a music store in Doylestown,
Pennsylvania. We are Dutch and came to the States
only half a year ago. Our eldest daughter Renate has
just started playing the violin and I'm wondering if it
is possible for me to play on her small, child-size
instrument

We are at the back of the music store when we hear
someone playing an instrument that sounds similar to
a violin. So we walk towards the lady who is playing,
but when we arrive she has just closed her case. I
hesitate but my curiosity takes over from my
shyness...so I ask her if she plays the violin. No, she
says – I play the nyckelharpa. Nyckelharpa? That
word sounds Scandinavian…! I lived in Norway and
I love that country more than any other country in the
world, so I get excited just hearing something that
sounds similar to Norwegian! Nyckelharpa you say?
Can you show the instrument to me? Rita, as the lady
is called, is kind enough to do so! And then I see this
beautiful instrument of which I had no idea existed.
To me, much more beautiful than a violin, it has this
great advantage that once the instrument is tuned you
can not play out of tune! (If only the violin of my

daughter was like that, that would be great!)

I do play the accordion and I love playing folk music,
so we exchange phone numbers and I go home. First
thing I do is try to find out more about the instrument
and then, after a few days, I find Rita’s email address
on the ANA website and send her an email. Next
thing I do is to go back to the store to buy myself a
CD of Peter “Puma” Hedlund. Rita was there playing
to promote his CD.

The result of this coincidental meeting with Rita is
that she invites me to come over, and she and her
husband Chris teach me Swedish folk tunes. They
play the nyckelharpa and I accompany them with my
accordion. That is great fun!. We meet about once a
month and then one day Chris tells me that he is
about to order himself a new harpa. Next time we
meet I ask him if he has already ordered the
instrument. He looks at me with this kind of puzzled
look on his face, wondering what I am up to…? It
takes a while but then they tell me that the new harpa
is about to arrive. That's when I express my interest
in his instrument and my desire to learn how to play
it.

above: Chiara Bos (with DVD image of Peter
Hedlund)

To make a long story short, it's November 2004 right
now and Chris has given me the great opportunity to
try and play the nyckelharpa. He lent me his old
harpa and I am having so much fun!!! I show it to
everybody I know and I practice as much as I can and
I loooove it! This, to me, is such a fascinating
instrument.

I still don't know the answer to the violin question I
had last year September, but I don't care about that
anymore. I do not feel any urge to start playing the
violin now that I found this instrument.
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Carol Bell (Chicago, Illinois)
Rob Krapfl & I live in Chicago and were married the
end of September, this fall. We had a very festive,
Scandinavian event, wearing traditional folk
costumes. My skirt from Dalarna was my great aunts,
over 100 years old. Paul Hoglund tailored Rob's
accordingly. Paul & his family came from Sweden to
celebrate with us. Harp players from Minnesota and
Wisconsin came down to play for the event. Becky
Weis coordinated the music for the day.

Anita Siegel (Los Altos, California)
My name is Anita Siegel and I live here in the Bay
area, in Los Altos, California. I really have not
played my harp much in the past few years, as there
are not many folk around who play. Recently,
though, I was asked to play the nyckelharpa for a CD
which our Spelemanslag cut, a Norwegian CD. It
gave me the incentive to practice, and it was a lot of
fun.

Also, I am a music teacher, part-time for two districts
here in the Bay area. Recently I developed a rather
nasty cold and could not use my voice. Since I am
mostly a vocal teacher, this is a disaster. So I decided
to “get over” my shyness. Today, for the first time, I
brought my nyckelharpa into the classroom. It
worked for me, and the children got to see a new
instrument and learn about a new country. I’m now a
convert. I'll save my voice and play the harp.

Many thanks to those players for sharing their
stories with us.

Best wishes to all for a fun and melodious
nyckelharpa year in 2005!

-Editor

Tune: Ladan
by Mel Meer

Of all of the Uppland recordings that I own, I have
one clear favorite. It is the first CD recorded by the
Trollrike Spelmän with the title, “Urpolska och
Fågelvals.” It was apparently produced by the group
itself, was recorded before a small audience by an
outstanding audio team, and is infected with the most
joyful playing I have ever heard. An added bonus is
the very stylish solo playing of Sture Sahlström
whose rhythmic bowing will wow you with thoughts
of, “Why can't I play like that?” It is, unfortunately,
long out of print and if ever a disk cried out for a
reissue, this is the one. (Are you listening,
Northside?)

One of the tracks on the disk is the Polska, Ladan,
which also makes a great Hambo. In the midst of it
the group sings an old children's dance song that fits
very well. When I was looking for a Swedish song
for my young daughter to sing, I transcribed the
tunes. The lyrics and translation are here thanks to
Sheila Morris.

The fingering and bowing are as I play them, with
possibly too much attention to articulating the
syllables of the song. Feel free to change with
perhaps a bit more slurring.

Translation:
In a meadow stands an old barn,
Hey hopp (etc.)

In that meadow were dancing five-and-twenty pairs
(couples)
No one love I more than the one I have,
The one I have loved for all of my days,
Hey hopp (etc.)
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The American Nyckelharpa Association
The ANA is a non-profit organization dedicated to
fostering the nyckelharpa, its music and its dance in
North America. We sponsor and produce music and
dance workshops across the country featuring the
traditions of the nyckelharpa.

Membership dues in the ANA are $10/year for
members in the USA, $15 for all members in foreign
countries including Canada. Membership includes a
subscription to this newsletter. Note that some
subscription rates may be subject to change in 2005
(see above under “Letter from the President”). Send
correspondence to the address below, and please
indicate if you play the nyckelharpa and if we may
publish your name in our roster.

Write to:
ANA, PO Box 661, Lahaska, PA 18931

ANA Web Page
Source of information about the nyckelharpa,
nyckelharpa players, a history of the instrument,
nyckelharpa events and more! The URL is:
http://www.nyckelharpa.org

UPDATED December 2004
The roster of nyckelharpa players in North
America has been updated to include current
email addresses, mail addresses, and contact
information. Please check to see that your
information – especially email – is correct:

www.nyckelharpa.org/resources/roster.html

A new and completely re-designed ANA
website is in the works, and due for launch
in early 2005. Many thanks for your
patience and forbearance in this matter.

Nyckel Notes
Published quarterly. Send submissions to Nyckel
Notes at nyckel.notes@nyckelharpa.org

.

American Nyckelharpa Association
P.O. Box 661
Lahaska, PA
18931


